NEU 815 FIRST-YEAR ELECTIVE, NEUROLOGY. (1-3)
With the advice and approval of his or her faculty adviser, the first-year student may choose approved electives offered by the Department of Neurology. The intent is to provide the student an opportunity for exploration and study in an area which supplements and/or complements required course work in the first-year curriculum. Pass-fail only. Prereq: Admission to first year, College of Medicine.

NEU 825 SECOND-YEAR ELECTIVE, NEUROLOGY. (1-4)
With the advice and approval of his or her adviser, the second-year student may choose approved electives offered by the Department of Neurology. The intent is to provide the student an opportunity for exploration and study in an area which supplements and/or complements required course work in the second-year curriculum. Pass-fail only. Prereq: Admission to second-year medical curriculum and approval of adviser.

NEU 850-899 FOURTH-YEAR ELECTIVE FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS. (1-6)
With the advice and approval of the faculty adviser and the Student Progress and Promotions Committee, the fourth-year student may choose approved electives offered by the various departments in the College of Medicine. The intent is to provide the student an opportunity to develop his fund of knowledge and clinical competence. Prereq: Admission to the fourth-year College of Medicine and/or permission of the Student Progress and Promotions Committee.

Approved electives:
NEU 850 ACTING INTERNSHIP IN NEUROLOGY
*NEU 851 ELECTIVE: CHILD NEUROLOGY
*NEU 852 ELECTIVE: RESEARCH IN NEUROLOGY
NEU 853 NEUROLOGY CONSULTATION
*NEU 854 ELECTIVE: CLINICAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY